GAMBLING RINGS EXPOSED

Ties with Chicago

The above is a sample of the betting cards distributed by the gambling ring which has links with an organization in Chicago.

Krashna addresses trustee meeting

By Thomas Bonholdt

A report covering social life, the University Forum, and student enrollment will be presented to the Board of Trustees today by SBP Dave Dear and SBVP Mark Wininks. This is the report of the Students' Affairs Committee which will be part of a day-long meeting in the Continuing Education Building.

Krashna said yesterday that the committee would ask the Trustees to improve the social aspects of the University. The report's physical considerations would include a new Student Center, a new Center for improved student and faculty housing and the possible addition of shops in the University's area.

The problem of Minority Student Programs, Krashna said that he will ask the Trustees to take a long-term stand on the issue.

"The University has funds for the last five years from the Committee on Minority Enrollment. The Committee on Minority Enrollment, and RAP, made piecemeal commitments," said Krashna. He felt that recruit- ment, living facilities and academic programs needed a long-term commitment of money.

"I don't think the University can depend upon a Cuban Bowl, or any Bowl," Krashna said.

Krashna included Negro, Mexican, American, Puerto Rican, American Indian and other Minorities in his list of beneficiaries of the Minority programs.

Throughout the report, he favored the "reestablishment of the now dead, now reforming University Forum." He thought that the idea of the University Forum was basically a good one, but that some students of all six elements of the campus, especially Negro students, want the Forum as it was to be changed from discussion to planning and recommendation. He wants it to be "reintegrated into a body which plans the long-range goals of the University." Krashna included the recommendations of the University Forum sent to the Student Life Council and the President of the University and the Board of Trustees.

"The SLC has been hampered by poor planning and slipshod decisions," said Krashna addressing trustee meeting.

(continued on page 3)

SOUTH BEND, Ind. (UPI) About 40 to 50 per cent of the students at racially troubled South Bend Labby School stayed away from classes yesterday, university officials attempted- to organize a bicural committee to study the problems.

More than 60 persons were arrested Wednesday, and bomb threat damaged the area of the school later Wednesday night. Seven persons were hurt four of them policemen, and more than 20 were arrested in confrontations Tuesday. School officials said only 50 to 60 per cent of Labby's 1,147 students attended classes Thursday. Only about a dozen of the school's 351 Negro pupils were present. Most of the 700 whites moved part of the day at a meeting to prepare a statement. Principal J. Edward Nelson sent letters to parents outlining some incidents of the past few days. He said efforts were being made to establish a bicural committee to solve the problems.

There also were serious absenteeism of Negro students reported at other South Bend schools, apparently in response to an unsigned handbill distributed Wednesday. It said "We are asking the entire black community to boycott all South Bend community schools because of the inability of the South Bend police department and other officials to protect black students.

Seven students have been arrested (Continued on page 8)

Edmund A. Stepan

La Salle boycotted after trouble

By Dan Ruane

The oil paintings of the benefactors of Fisher Hall were stolen early Thursday morning by one or more thieves according to Rev. Jerome M. Boyle S.C.C., Rectory. He said the paintings were very valuable and they were probably taken by two or more persons because they are "quite large." The paintings of Mr. and Mrs. Fred J. Fisher of Detroit were apparently taken from the hall lobby sometime before 4:30 a.m. by a mysterious group calling themselves S.A.D. Rev. Boyle said one of the hall residents noticed a note under the rectory's door at this time.

The note read: "Fr. Boyle, through the portals which Fisher brothers pass, you've just seen Fred and Martha for the last time. (signed) S.A.D."

S. A. D. strikes: thievery at Fisher

McGovern, a Democrat and a leading Senate critic of the war in Vietnam, will speak this afternoon at 4:30 in O'Laughlin Auditorium at St. Mary's.

George McGovern, South Dakota Democrat and a leading Senate critic of the war in Vietnam, will speak this afternoon at 4:30 in O'Laughlin Auditorium at St. Mary's.

McGovern said he will speak at St. Mary's in the afternoon.

Sen. McGovern at St. Mary's this afternoon

This is a sample of the betting slip distributed by the organization which is solely for use in the betting ring. It is to be played by either go to Chicago and get the needed money or ask Chicago to send the extra cash to him by messenger.

This weekend marks the fourth weekend of operation and although the bets have been substantial, apparently the payoffs have not and the operators in Chicago are clearing new demands.

The strictly student run gambling ring operates very...
Students drive for candidates

by Dan Thornton

Even though the Princeton Plan referendum failed last week, ND-SMC students will still be given a chance to participate in the campaign for peace candidates. In conjunction with the Committee for a New Congress and Hartke-Brademas Headquarters, a group of students headed by Barney Gallagher has initiated a campus drive to drum up student volunteers for Hartke-Brademas.

The Committee for a New Congress has chosen to support Senator Vance Hartke (Dem., Ind.) in this area because of his consistently liberal record. Senator Hartke has been a strong opponent of the Vietnam conflict since 1965 and has favored cutting back defense spending in favor of fighting pollution, poverty and the lack of medical attention for the aged.

In an article for Playboy Magazine the Senator proposed to include a "Secretary of Peace" at the President's Cabinet, pointing out that we should be more concerned with making peace than making war.

Senator Hartke is facing a stiff challenge from Republican Richard Roudebush who won the Senate seat which he has held for twelve years. According to Gallagher Hartke isn't doing well but "can pick up and take these areas as he has in the past."

Brademas, on the other hand, "is in good shape but can't let up." Gallagher-Gallagher implied the success of both candidates would depend heavily on the number of student volunteers.

Along with helping local politicians the Committee also plans to contact and organize the students to help in the campaign for politicians in other states. Its purpose will be to arrange transportation for student groups traveling to the same areas and to make contacts for them when they arrive.

Those wishing to volunteer have been encouraged to sign up after Senator McGovern's speech on Friday at the Lourie Auditorium or to contact either Barney Gallagher at 234-1539 or Anne Radford at 284-4197.

The new SIMERI's

(Continued from Page 1)

ND physicists return

2 Gambling rings found

similar to the off-campus ring

This operation takes the odds

quoted by the off-campus ring and

adjusts them to favor the bookie. The

usual point spreads are raised and rounded off to

combinations of two and threes.

There are contact men in

several halls who serve the same

purpose as the solo student contacts

for the off-campus operation. These students solicit

bets and collect the wages placed

by their clients in the halls.

Post time for gamblers here is

also Friday afternoon and

by Greg Rowinski

"Siberia has a pretty bad press

but it actually enjoys a rather

pleasant climate, and you feel

more of a sense of freedom there

than anywhere else in Russia."

This was one of the observa-
tions made by Drs. V. Paul

Kenney and John A. Poirier on

their return from the interna-
tional Conference on High Ener-

gy Physics in Kiev. But this

and other impressions which the

two professors brought back

could be as vital in the field of

international physics as their

reports were to the field of

energy Physics in Kiev.

Both were dismayed by the

shortage of intricate devices,

especially computers. Also the

Soviet scientists were hampered by
c ompressive secrecy and the

defense laboratories research that was very

evident in the Soviet Union.
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KEY BISCAYNE, Fla (UPI)  President Nixon said yesterday that the "very favorable" reaction to his Indochina peace initiative has destroyed Hanoï's efforts to continue on American anti-war sentiment.

The President made the remarks in Savannah, Ga., where he dedicated a new ocean research center before flying here for a long weekend of rest. Nixon, who has crammed an eight day European visit and a major policy address into the past two weeks, said he felt the University of Hanoi's efforts to continue on American anti-war sentiment.

The President made the remarks in Savannah, Ga., where he dedicated a new ocean research center before flying here for a long weekend of rest. Nixon, who has crammed an eight day European visit and a major policy address into the past two weeks, said he felt the University of Hanoi's efforts to continue on American anti-war sentiment.

The President made the remarks in Savannah, Ga., where he dedicated a new ocean research center before flying here for a long weekend of rest. Nixon, who has crammed an eight day European visit and a major policy address into the past two weeks, said he felt the University of Hanoi's efforts to continue on American anti-war sentiment.

The President made the remarks in Savannah, Ga., where he dedicated a new ocean research center before flying here for a long weekend of rest. Nixon, who has crammed an eight day European visit and a major policy address into the past two weeks, said he felt the University of Hanoi's efforts to continue on American anti-war sentiment.
Long Odds

Last week in Las Vegas, the Detroit Lions were fourteen point picks over the Chicago Bears. Last week, too, an eight-year-old kid in Harlem was named a twenty-five point underdog to life.

These innocuous looking cards you see pictured on page 1 raise money to support organizations whose business it is to break the law. As of yet, The Observer does not know the scope of the operations. But we have a pretty good idea.

The off-campus operation is probably run by the Mafia. And the Mafia kills. It has sold enough horse and coke to hold kids in the ghetto for the rest of their lives. It runs rackets that specialize in victimizing the poor the elderly, and the uneducated. The Mafia subsidizes these activities partly by money drawn in via the innocuous-looking cards.

The on-campus or "Sportscaster" operation apparently, has no ties with outside organizations, but it is hardly legitimate. Reputable statisticians put the odds against predicting twelve out of twelve teams with the point spread correctly at upwards of twenty-five to one. The "Sportscaster" payoff is five to one. The payoff for predicting twelve out of twelve teams with the point spread is listed at three hundred to one. Professional oddsmakers put the odds against such an occurrence at close to ten thousand to one. Participation in the "Sportscaster" operation is foolishness rank enough to border on insanity.

Participation in either operation is quite illegal. Bluntly, if you are caught gambling in this state, you are screwed. Two to ten years in the state pen is the sentence designated by law, and if you think the food's bad here...

Gambling is older than the security guards, and no one seriously believes that it can be entirely eradicated at Notre Dame, or anywhere else. But these cheap, tawdy, and damn dishonest gambling rings add a new, and decidedly unpleasant dimension to the whole show.

So go ahead and bet, if you have to. Fill up your little blue-and-white cards with bets that will lose your money and make the asses running these organizations rich. But remember that with each bet the odds on that kid in Harlem grow longer and longer.

The note in yesterday's Observer concerning Student Union President Bob Pohl was intended to be humorous. Unfortunately, subsequent repercussions have shown that the statement was not taken as intended. For this sincere apologies are extended to Bob Pohl for any damage done to his reputation.
Free University opens

The Free University, under the leadership of Mike Shaughnessey and Dr. Willis Nutting, is in the process of formulating its "classes" and "teachers" though the purpose of the Free U. is to avoid such formalities. Fourteen course descriptions presently grace the Free U. brochure, and several of them are presented here to give the general flavor of the courses.

Dr. Willis Nutting

Free U. brochure, and several of them are presented here to give the general flavor of the courses. David Burrell C.S.C., is offering a course in the Farley Hall chapel at 8:30 p.m. on "Hatha Yoga." This will be an opportunity to practice those Yoga postures which are gradually conducive to meditation. We will meet once a week for an hour or so to learn appropriate exercises which those who wish to participate may practice during the week. One semester of intensive practice should prepare a person to continue on his own." Dr. Nutting previously of General Program fame is finding a Free U. course entitled, quite possibly, "The problems behind our problems." Nutting writes "No matter how much or how little we are

Mike Shaughnessey

Mike Shaughnessey knowledge of the situation at hand. Mike McCabe will share his experiences in radical thought and radical politics. His course "is geared for those who are interested in transcending the standard revolutionary rhetoric of "we versus they." "

There is a course in "Hatha Yoga" with Casey Pocius which will examine life styles alternative to that of the Western world. Father John Young will present a course in "the consolations and Hazards of science" and Juliana Dwyer will lead discussions in sexuality on Saturday mornings.

Complete course descriptions including "Human Awareness: A Short History of the Blues" with Professor Rizot; "The United States in Vietnam," Elementary Juggling with Chuck Darst; "Essential Beechoven" with Tim Kendall. Instructors are still needed for auto mechanics, kites, balloons, photography, and filmmaking. An important aspect of the Free University is sharing - helping people in the class your brothers and sisters. It is more than just sharing thoughts only; it is sharing your heart and lives. This is the sharing that is essential to understanding and peace and in this way the Free U. is attempting to make peace a reality.

The course listing for this semester was just distributed this week. These students had for a meaningful education. The Free University even though it is an institution, attempts to avoid this basic pitfall by being free and not having academic regulations. That is one reason that even though some other campuses Free U. courses may be taken for credit that is not the case here. The knowledge that can be gained from the experience of sharing in a Free U. course is a reward in itself.

"Tomorrow, and tomorrow and tomorrow, it'll clear up tomorrow." "Romeo," "Oh, Juliet." "Oh, Romeo, my Romeo."

Diarrhea of the Shakespeare

Will Shakespeare may appear or will at least roll over Beethoven. Ted Henshough and Jimmy Hurtchall are being urged to read and the cast of action rivals a Cecil B. DeMille flick. The marathon Shakespeare reading grinds on a complaint of the people who have been grumbling to break the 66-hour Shakespeare reading record.

The reading right after the football game is "Much A Do About Nothing" (apologies to Terry Shields, our sports editor). Senator George McCarthy looking for the literary vote no doubt will read from 1:10 to 1:13 Saturday afternoon. Right before he goes to gather up the sportswomen's votes.

Immaculate E. A. Gonnor will read at 4 p.m. Friday, Midnight Friday to 7 a.m. Saturday is "freak" night led off by Jimmy Leary. 9:00 Saturday morning finds Professor Werge and Rathbun (the organizers of the marathon or readathon) at the books Professor Joseph Duffy, of tragedy fame, will read at 10:00 a.m. Saturday. Willis "El Presidante" Nutting reads Shakespeare's pretty words at 10:30. Edward Cronin reads at 11, and the hour before the game belongs to Dave Krashna and Mark Winings. Sunday features Carl Estabrook and John Hock at 1:00 p.m., David Burrell at 8 p.m., Bob Pohl at 9:00 p.m. The Young Americans for Freedom (we must have balance) read from 1 a.m. to 4 a.m. Monday morning. Sister Marita is doing a great job she needs the money so drop over and drop a hundred dollar bill in the pot or even a quarter maybe. OK?
In a report to the Saint Mary’s College Board of Trustees Sister M. Alma, acting president of the College, cited the next five years as crucial to the College and focused on the selection and appointment of a new president as one of the most vital tasks facing the Board.

The Board of Trustees whose lay and religious members bear full responsibility for the College appointed a Presidential Search Committee last June and empowered it to review criteria for the presidency, to interview nominees and to submit to the Board three names of candidates. The presidency of Saint Mary’s was vacated by the sudden death June 9 of Mgr. John J. McGrath, sixth president of the College.

The Presidential Search Committee composed of representatives from the trustees administration, faculty, students and alumnae, has reviewed the initial response of nominations and to submit to the Board the names of candidates. The presidency of Saint Mary’s was vacated by the sudden death June 9 of Mgr. John J. McGrath, sixth president of the College.

The Finance and Budget Committee submitted a review of the financial picture of Saint Mary’s College this weekend. This is the only committee of the Board of Trustees which does not include a student.

Faculty salaries and compensations will be among the member of the BSA, Inc. if the Board discussed the committee’s report at a meeting of the Educational Policy Committee of the Board of Trustees, according to Dr. Jack Detzler, Committee Executive Secretary.

“Were going to discuss the American Association of University Professors’ ratings too. They publish rating scales of universities and colleges every year concerning faculty salaries and compensations of various schools. We’ll be concerned with the 1969-70 and 1970-71 figures,”

The Committee will also discuss the feasibility of Saint Mary’s revising a full fledged credit program summer session. With the decreasing number of religious vocations, the need for a full fledged credit program decreased. However, the college overhead goes on. In the past Saint Mary’s has not been able to keep down overhead by renting dorm facilities to conventions such as those of high school students. The plan for 1971 is to expand dorm occupancy to 1570 beds.

Miss Gorman voiced the hope that “from this evaluation of facilities some of the facilities already here may be used in a better way. For example, she proposed that the west wing of August Hall be opened. Additionally, a forum vacant.

Jean Gorman, has coordinated Research for the final proposal, school expansion proposal.

Before the Board investigates the need of expanding to accommodate the larger student body, students would like to prepare a definition of Saint Mary’s as an institution with specific aims for the college. They believe that an evaluation of the school’s future would be beneficial. However, expansion plans are discussed. (More details in following article.)

The new drug policy, off-campus housing, college expansion, and the student pre-elections plan will probably concern the Student Policy Committee this weekend. This committee deals basically with the many diverse areas of student’s non-academic life.

Tested for three years, the student procedural manual contains statements on the rights and responsibilities of students, campus discipline, and documents all campus regulations. The first of three procedural manuals proposed by Fr. John McGrath, the former SMC president, for students, faculty, and administration, are in the process of being finalized.

Another proposal for the Board’s consideration concerns a change in the present drug policy. This proposal defines the college’s responsibility to the community and on drug abuse.” Stated Miss Gorman.

A proposal to define the what kind of school SMC is and wants to be will be clarified through this research.
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The Army is coming! There was a time when the mention of those words on a college campus was enough to give any willing coach a case of ulcers. Those were the Black Knights of the Hudson, Mr. Inside and Mr. Outside, the Lonely End, Heisman Trophy winner Pete Dawkins. Truly a proud football heritage.

But, alas, those thoughts of days gone by. The Army hasn't had a true national power since the beginning of the last decade. This is due mainly to the fact that the Army football tradition just doesn't have the appeal to the players that once had. Nonetheless, however, Army plays a national schedule and it holds its own, against some of the weaker conference teams.

Tomorrow, however, the Cadets will have to face a team that has the wrong order as far as finding a weak opponent goes. They have come to the home of the third ranked Fighting Irish of Notre Dame. The Cadets are in a rut.

This glorified series has a history dating back to 1913, when Gen. Dorr Sus threw to Knute Rockne, the day the Notre Dame mystique was created. Throughout the years many more memorable games were played between the two powerhouses but since the dawn of the Era of Ara there really hasn't been much question as to who possesses the superior teams.

This is the fortieth meeting of the two schools and the won-lost results for the Irish are impaled in favor of ND. The Irish have won 27 of the 39 games played with four ties. The Cadets have not scored on Notre Dame in its last three meetings with Notre Dame while the Irish have racked up 97 points.

But herein lies the man's said, anything can happen on the football field so the Irish haven't looked past the Cadets yet any means. Although Tennessee beat the West Pointers 48-3 the Army did fight mighty Nebraska before yielding 28-0. If the Cadets are going to give the Irish trouble these are the men that should be watched. Berne Wall and Bob Molin are two quarterbacks who started one time or another last season. Both are adequate passers and Molin is also a good runner.

Bill Bok, one of the top Irish runners in the nation's premier milers. A 100th running back, is the chief running back there really hasn't been much question as to who possesses the superior teams.

If the Cadets are going to give the Notre Dame offense that ranks third in the nation in total offense are Joe Albano. The Cadets do have a passing game led by great receiver Joe Albano. The Cadets do have a passing game led by great receiver Joe Albano.

The Irish Eye

The Irish host big-C meet

Last week was an exciting weekend in college football with a number of big upset and near upsets. There are a few more games this week where nationally prominent teams will face stiff tests. This is the way the top attractions should turn out.

Notre Dame over Army. At one time this was a battle of giants, unfortunately the Cadets haven't grown but the Irish are still Galliatirs. Ara can name the score for this encounter. It may be of interest to note that the most points ever scored against an Army team has been 49.

Southern Cal over Stanford. This is the feature attraction of the afternoon. It should be a close game similar to last year's when SC won on the final play of the game. The Trojans are just a little too clutch for Plunkett and co.

Texas over Oklahoma. Another close game between two bitter rivals. The Longhorns seem to own fourth quarters and that's where this TV game will be won.

Mississippi over Georgia. Archie won't have national television playing his ball before the kickoff but he should still put on a show for the fans in Athens, Ga.

Georgia Tech over Tennessee. This is the biggest test so far for the undefeated Yellow Jackets. They should once again send the Atlanta people home happy.

West Virginia over Duke. Even though the Blue Devils put up a heroic fight against mighty Ohio State they won't have enough to give the Mountaineers their first defeat.

Texas A&M over Texas Tech. Somehow, some way the Aggies will find a way to pull this game out. The people in College Station should probably just enjoy that superior teams.

Ohio State over Michigan State. The Buckeyes can do it again. The Buckeyes are good, real good, but Michigan State is better. The nation's premier milers.

Florida over Florida State. The Gators should pull this one out on the final play of the game. The Trojans are just a little too slow to catch the defending NCAA Outdoor National Champions.

Syracuse over Maryland. The Orange can do it again. The Orange are good, real good, but Maryland is better. The nation's premier milers.

Nebraska over Missouri. The Tigers must try to survive their New York alarm for those who become injured. But alas these are thoughts of days gone by.

If the Cadets are going to give the Notre Dame offense that ranks third in the nation in total offense are Joe Albano. The Cadets do have a passing game led by great receiver Joe Albano.

The Irish host big-C meet

National powers Western Michigan, Bowling Green and the Air Force Academy head a classy field of schools that will compete in the 15th annual Notre Dame Invitational Cross Country meet this afternoon.

"This is the best field we've ever had, it's a preview of the nationals said veteran Notre Dame coach Alex Wilson." The five mile time will start at 2 P.M. (EST) on the Burke Memorial Golf Course at the University of Notre Dame.

The list of outstanding individuals entered includes some of the top distance men in the collegiate ranks. The pre-meet favorite for the Army service school University senior Bob Bertelmann, the defending NCAA outdoor champion is unbeaten in the past 11 cross country meets.


The host Irish are 1-0 this season. The one loss was to Valparaiso last Friday.

Denver keeps Simpson

NEW YORK (UPI) Ralph Simpson's battle from now on will be a home court advantage instead of a court of law.

The 6-5 guard, who signed while he still was two years old eligibility to play for Michigan State was granted official permission Wednesday by the American Basketball Association to play for the Los Angeles Rockets. Permission for Simpson to play for the Lakers came after a federal court ruled in his favor seventeen days ago in a suit against the ABA and Denver. It is against ABA rules for a team to sign a player with Michigan, Bowling Green, Ohio University, Illinois Northwestern, Air Force, Eastern Kentucky, Michigan Allegany College, Aquinas Central Michigan, Cleveland State, Drake, Eastern Illinois, Edinboro, Illinois-Chicago Circle, Illinois State Mankato State Marquette North Central St. John's, Minn. Taylor Augustana, Western Illinois and Valparaiso.

The host Irish are 1-0 this season. The one loss was to Valparaiso last Friday.
Santa Barbara, Washington, South Bend hit

an escape attempt. The judge and three of his kidnappers were shot dead.

An anonymous woman caller warned five minutes before the blast that there was "a big bomb in the courthouse in San Rafael."

The Santa Barbara blast at 4:17 a.m. came from a bomb planted against the base of the north side of the building behind a drain pipe. The location was on the only side not protected by a high chain link fence.

A door was blown off its hinges, several windows blown out and a large hole blown out of a wall. No one was inside the building at the time. The Seattle explosions at 2:44 a.m. sprayed broken glass 50 feet from the building, touched off a fire which was quickly extinguished and caused an estimated $100,000 damage.

A caller warned security police of the bombs 22 minutes before the blast, and three of his kidnappers were shot to death.

Student report

(Continued from page 6)=resulting population decrease in LaManz and Holy Cross would enable certain rooms on each floor to be converted to study rooms. A survey of study facilities shows that in Augusta Hall there are 4.5 girls per chair, 6 girls per chair in Regina and Holy Cross, 15 in LaManz, and 10 in McCandless. The library accommodates 238 students. A limited number of chairs are available in the study lounges of Madeleva.

In response to the question, "why not study in your own room?" Miss Gorman pointed out that with the absence of a Student Union our rooms are a place to relax and entertain friends. This condition makes room studying very difficult."

Besides surveying our own facilities, an attempt is being made at comparing ours with other colleges of a similar size and nature.

The students working on this report under the direction of Miss Gorman are: Amy Aho, Margaret Barlow, Mary Bernath, Teeta Billey, Margaret Connell, Jeanne Crouere, Susie Dorn, Kathy Egit, Kim Ellis, Mary Ann Finske, Marilyn Morgen, Anne Neufeldt and Margaret Weiss.

The students really did not bring the expertise that would merit their putting so much time into their work. They could not justify the time a student would need for this work on a full credit summer program.

(Continued from page 6)

Expansion plans

(Continued from page 6)

reached for the first time the September, thereby leveling the upperclassmen to a number between 350 and 400. Anticipated in the enrollment figures are a resident student population of 1,010 and an increase in foreign study programs from the current 67 students to 125 students by 1972.

The National Mobile Home Convention, and has relaxed on various institutes and workshops on campus. "Preliminary investigation would seem to indicate that probably the pattern we have been following during the past several years best meets the situation," that is, the schedule of workshops, institutions and the resting of our dormitory facilities to outside groups. Dr. Detzler feels that it would be appropriate to at least see if students could be attracted to a full credit summer program.

Under discussion at today's meeting will be the various counseling services offered to St. Mary's students. Among the speakers will be St. Mary's Academic Dean, speaking on academic counseling services; Mrs. Mary Martinucci speaking on student counseling, and Miss Junce Wheaton, artists poets essayists photographers lovers of life speaking on Placement facilities at SMC.

The purpose of the Educational Policy Committee is to consider and make recommendations concerning the College's broad policies on education and research and academic programs of the College and its several departments. It is made up of three members of the Board of Trustees, Dr. Detzler, two faculty members, and one student.

Violence in South Bend

(Continued from page 1)

speaking on Punching facilities at SMC.

For Show Times

"I am shocked at such wanton destruction and the threat to lives and safety of persons on the campus," university executive Vice President Philip W. Cartwright said. "This has to be the work of a fanatic." The South Bend, Ind. fire bombs were hurled from a high school; a store and a residence. Damage to the News store was estimated at $250,000. School officials said considerable damage was inflicted to classrooms in LaSalle High School.

No report on the extent of the damages was available nor was it disclosed if the South Bend police had made any arrests in connection with the incidents. The Fire Dept. did report that police officials were accompanying them to each fire and conducting investigations at the scenes.